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HARMONIOUS CO-EXISTENCE OF THE RIGHT AND RESTRICTION 

- ARTICLE 19(1)(a) OF THE CONSTITUTION AND SECTION 69A IT 

ACT, 2000 

- Lakshita Mehta (2nd Year) 

 

The Government’s action of issuing notice 

to twitter to block, suspend and remove the 

accounts of more than 500 users on the 

ground of ‘national security and public 

order’ which also included news media 

entities, journalists, activists, and 

politicians accounts under section 69A of 

IT Act, 2000 has once again become the 

subject of public and legal debate. Earlier 

also, the Government ordered twitter to 

block 1178 accounts claiming that they 

were spreading misinformation and 

provocative content on farmers' protest and 

warned of serious repercussions.  

It can be considered as an impairment to 

freedom of speech and expression under 

Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution1 which 

is a basic and inviolable right for a 

democratic polity2.It is said to be the 

cornerstone of functioning of democracy3 

and is essential to the rule of law and liberty 

of citizens4. The freedom of speech and 

expression encapsulates the right to speak 

and express one’s opinions or ideas freely, 

 
1 INDIA CONST. art. 19, § 1, cl. A. 
2 Govt. of A.P. v. P.L. Devi, AIR 2008 SC 1640. 
3 Union of India v. Naveen Jindal, AIR 2004 SC 

1559. 
4 In Re: D.C. Saxena, AIR 1996 SC 2481. 

through any communicable medium or 

visible representation such as gestures, 

signs and the like5 by word of mouth, 

writing, printing, pictures or in any other 

manner.6 Article 19(2), on the other hand, 

limits the power of this article by imposing 

reasonable restrictions in eight-fold 

manner. 

Section 69A of the IT Act, 2000, allows the 

Centre to block public access to an 

intermediary “in the interest of sovereignty 

and integrity of India, defence of India, 

security of the state, friendly relations with 

foreign states or public order or for 

preventing incitement to the commission of 

any cognisable offence relating to above” 

and the detailed procedure to implement it 

is listed in the Information Technology 

(Procedure and Safeguards for Blocking of 

Access of Information by Public) Rules, 

2009. The exceptions under Section 69A 

are vividly mentioned under Article 19(2) 

of the constitution. Therefore, it becomes 

5 Romesh Thapar v. State of Madras, AIR 1950 SC 

124 quoting Lovell v. City of Griffin, (1937) 303 

U.S. 444. 
6 Narender Kumar, Constitutional Law of India 243 

(Allahabad Law Agency 2015). 
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even more significant to look section 69A 

in light of Article 19(2). 

7 

In the landmark judgment, Shreya Singhal 

v. UOI8 the Supreme Court upheld the 

constitutional validity of section 69A and 

section 79 of IT Act, 2000, which extends 

to the blocking or restricting of certain 

websites or applications in interest of 

security of state and to maintain integrity of 

India. The Supreme Court, while 

commenting on the above-mentioned 

provisions, said that “it has been narrowly 

drawn and has sufficient procedural 

safeguards” and also explained the 

concepts of discussion, advocacy and 

incitement under the content of Article 

19(1) and said “that discussion and 

advocacy are core of freedom of speech and 

expression and even if they cause 

annoyance, inconvenience or grossly 

 
7http://racolblegal.com/examining-the-freedom-of-

speech-and-expression/ 
8 Shreya Singhal v. UOI, (2015) 5 SCC 1. 
9 Information Technology Act, 2000, § 69A (1), No. 

21, Acts of Parliament, 2000 (India). 

offend someone etc. they cannot be curbed 

by law.” 

In the Shreya Singhal judgement while 

striking down section 66A of IT Act, 2000, 

the court noted the importance of 

discussion, advocacy of opinion and free 

flow of ideas and on the other hand while 

upholding section 69A constitutional, 

entrusted its faith on the executive and said 

that it has sufficient procedural safeguards 

which will prevent its arbitrary 

implementation.  

One of the pertinent safeguards under this 

section is that the order to block or restrict 

any such site should be in writing. 

Moreover, such order can be issued only 

under the provisions which are mentioned 

in the sub-section 1 of section 69A9 which 

are similar to the reasonable restrictions 

given under Article 19(2). Additionally, it 

has to be then approved by a review 

committee which scrutinizes the validity of 

the request after the Nodal Officer has 

observed the merit in such request.10 

Furthermore, the recommendations of the 

review committee which should meet at 

least once in two months11 are submitted to 

the Secretary in the Department of 

10 Information Technology (Procedure and 

Safeguards for Blocking for Access of Information 

by Public) Rules 2009, r 4. 
11 Information Technology (Procedure and 

Safeguards for Blocking for Access of Information 

by Public) Rules 2009, r 14. 
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Information Technology under the Ministry 

of Communication and Information 

Technology under the Government of India 

and it is only after the approval by the 

Secretary that Designated officer can issue 

an order to an intermediary to block public 

access.12 Thus, it has balanced the provision 

under Article 19(1)(a) with the section 69A 

of IT Act, 2000 and in the opinion of Court, 

they are not in contradiction with each 

other.  

This provision, no doubt has given 

unbridled power to the executive, to justify 

the inclusion of an act under one of the 

exceptions. In order to prevent arbitrary 

action on part of the executive in this 

respect, judicial intervention has been 

invoked several times. Judiciary, by giving 

primacy to the clause of ‘security of state 

and public order’ in the backdrop of other 

exceptions has checked the misuse of these 

provisions. The thin line of demarcation 

between restriction and right is clearly laid 

by the judiciary. One of the recent and 

pertinent illustrations is the case of Bhasin 

v. Union of India13, wherein the Court 

ruled, “that indefinite suspension of internet 

services would be illegal under Indian 

 
12 Id. § 8. 
13 Anuradha Bhasin v. Union of India, (2020) 3 SCC 

637. 
14 Chintaman Rao v. State of M.P., 1950 SCR 759. 

Law.” However, the Apex Court while 

balancing it with the ‘security and integrity’ 

clauses didn’t lift the internet restrictions 

fully but directed Government to review its 

shutdown orders and reiterated that 

“freedom of expression enjoyed 

constitutional protection, but it could be 

restricted in the name of national security.” 

Therefore, the room for arbitrariness14 by 

the executive has no space in the contours 

of either the Constitution or judicial 

interpretation. India’s Constitution allows 

the Government to restrict freedom of 

expression under Article 19(2) provided 

that the restrictions come under the ambit 

prescribed by law15, are reasonable16, and 

are imposed for a legitimate purpose 

subject to judicial review. Despite the 

plethora of petitions challenging the 

constitutional validity of section 69A 

stating violation of fundamental right of 

speech and expression, the basic idea of the 

Constitution remains intact and this allows 

the harmonious coexistence of the right and 

restriction.17 

 

  

15 Pathumma v. State of Kerala, (1978) 2 SCC 1. 
16 N.B. Khare (Dr.) v. State of Delhi, 1950 SCR 519. 
17 Modern Dental College & Research Centre v. 

State of Madhya Pradesh, (2016) 7 SCC 353. 
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CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE EXCLUSIONARY CLAUSE OF 

MARITAL RAPE IN INDIA 

- Aditi Singh (4th Year) 

 

In 2000, the 172nd Law Commission 

Report, in the consultation rounds, argued 

the validity of the exception clause under 

Section 375 of the Indian Penal Code that 

deals with ‘Rape’. However, the Law 

Commission rejected the same — 

concerned about safeguarding the 

institution of marriage. Thereafter, the 

Verma committee headed by Justice (Retd) 

J. S. Verma in its 2012 report noted that 

“the exemption for marital rape stems from 

a long-outdated notion of marriage which 

regarded wives as no more than the 

property of their husbands.”18 All this and 

more have called into question an 

uncertainty of vital importance in recent 

years pertaining to the protection of women 

from sexual offenses within the 

establishment of marriage. 

Countries around the world have framed 

laws with respect to the issue in question; 

some have no distinction between rape and 

“marital rape” like the UK while others are 

 
18 Report Summary, Report of the Committee on 

Amendments to Criminal Law, 2013, PRS INDIA, 

https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_r

eports/1359132636--

Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20S

ummary_0.pdf. 
19 Disha Shetty, Marital Rape: A Conversation India 

Refuses To Have, ARTICLE 14 (29 Oct., 2020), 

vaguer in terms of legislation and don’t 

categorize it explicitly. On the other hand, 

there is still a prevalence of specific 

exclusion of rape when occurring between 

parties that possess a matrimonial bond. In 

fact, as per UN Women19, by 2018, 12 out 

of 185 countries retained clauses in their 

legislations exempting rapists from 

prosecution when they are married to, or 

subsequently, marry the victim20. The issue 

albeit remains universal — the United 

Nations has stated that only 4 in 10 

countries criminalize marital rape21. 

Needless to say, the statistics are a 

disappointment worldwide but taking India 

into consideration, which is one of the only 

36 countries in the world that hasn’t 

criminalized marital rape yet, leaving 

numerous women feeling helpless within 

the bounds of their violent marriages22, 

rapid amelioration appears bleak. In such a 

scenario it is pertinent to question the 

course of action. Impervious and ill-

https://www.article-14.com/post/marital-rape-a-

conversation-india-refuses-to-have. 

20 Id. 
21 Id. 
22 Marital rape in India: 36 countries where marital 

rape is not a crime, INDIA TODAY (March 12, 2016, 

4:06 PM), https://www.indiatoday.in/education-

today/gk-current-affairs/story/marital-rape-312955-

2016-03-12. 

https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_reports/1359132636--Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20Summary_0.pdf
https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_reports/1359132636--Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20Summary_0.pdf
https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_reports/1359132636--Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20Summary_0.pdf
https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_reports/1359132636--Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20Summary_0.pdf
https://prsindia.org/files/policy/policy_committee_reports/1359132636--Justice%20Verma%20Committee%20Report%20Summary_0.pdf
https://www.article-14.com/post/marital-rape-a-conversation-india-refuses-to-have
https://www.article-14.com/post/marital-rape-a-conversation-india-refuses-to-have
https://www.article-14.com/post/marital-rape-a-conversation-india-refuses-to-have
https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/gk-current-affairs/story/marital-rape-312955-2016-03-12
https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/gk-current-affairs/story/marital-rape-312955-2016-03-12
https://www.indiatoday.in/education-today/gk-current-affairs/story/marital-rape-312955-2016-03-12
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informed to the plight of women, 

luminaries in prominent fields & legislative 

bodies are simply resistant to the idea of 

proscribing marital rape with reasons 

ranging from ‘protecting the sanctity of 

marriage’ to already existing alternative 

remedies under civil laws. In 2018, a Bill23 

introduced in the Lok Sabha was left 

unsupported and it subsequently lapsed, 

which among other things, sought to 

criminalize marital rape, turning women’s 

sexual independence post-marriage into 

more of a question. Consequently, in a 

situation wherein the safety, freedom, and 

equality of an individual are at stake, it 

wouldn’t be inaccurate to state that 

constitutionality has been impaired. 

In many jurisdictions across the world, 

even when countries recognize rape as a 

crime and prescribe penalties for the same, 

they exempt the application of that law 

when a marital relationship exists between 

the victim and perpetrator. This is often 

called the ‘marital rape exception clause’24 

and the justifications for the same mostly 

stem from the age-old belief of a wife being 

“chattel” and subservient to her husband by 

nature. The Indian Penal Code (hereinafter, 

“IPC”) was enacted in the 1860s, a time that 

exemplified the aforesaid belief. Despite 

 
23 The Women’s Sexual, Reproductive and 

Menstrual Rights Bill, 2018, 

http://164.100.47.4/billstexts/lsbilltexts/asintroduce

d/2271as.pdf. 

the fact that a significant amount of time 

has passed between now and then, Section 

375 Exception 2 remains unchanged. It is 

contended that making marital rape a crime 

would lead to difficulty in actual 

convictions and further prove to be a thorn 

in ‘the sacrament of marriage’. However, a 

marriage cannot be sacrosanct where the 

woman’s bodily autonomy and choice 

stand immaterial. Moreover, a crime being 

difficult to prove isn’t a justifiable 

argument. Thus, none of the arguments 

against criminalization hold any legal or 

cogent standing whatsoever. On the other 

hand, the rationale seeking criminalization 

defines the clear unconstitutionality of the 

exception clause since it goes against the 

fundamental rights of concerned women. 

Article 14 and Article 21 are two of the 

most important fundamental rights 

guaranteed to a citizen in India, but even so, 

the explicit exclusion of marital rape from 

Indian Law poses a violation of the said 

fundamental rights in the case of adult 

married women who are a victim of rape at 

the hands of their husbands. 

Exception 2 to Section 375 of the IPC, 

provides a marital rape exclusionary clause 

if the wife is of 15 years of age or above. 

However, for Section 375, the age of 

24 Raveena Rao Kallakuru and Pradyumna Soni, 

Criminalisation of Marital Rape in India: 

Understanding its Constitutional, Cultural and 

Legal Impact, 11 NUJS L REV 122, 121 (2018). 

http://164.100.47.4/billstexts/lsbilltexts/asintroduced/2271as.pdf
http://164.100.47.4/billstexts/lsbilltexts/asintroduced/2271as.pdf
http://164.100.47.4/billstexts/lsbilltexts/asintroduced/2271as.pdf
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consent to intercourse has been amended 

and raised from 15 to 18 by the Criminal 

Law Amendment Act, 2013. This not only 

creates a difference between married and 

unmarried minors without reasonable cause 

but also results in an anomaly, wherein 

forced sex by a husband seems to be 

permitted when perpetrated against a 

[minor] wife, who is 15-18 years of age. 

The Apex Court, however, in 2017 

removed this irregularity in the case of 

Independent Thought v. Union of India,25 a 

landmark judgment in which a part of the 

exception clause was partly struck down. 

Furthermore, it was held that “differential 

treatment to the girl on the basis of 

marriage was wholly 

unconstitutional…marriage did not serve 

as reasonable classification”. This proves 

to be a basis for establishing that there 

exists no pre-supposition of consent to 

sexual activities in a marriage and to not 

criminalize marital rape simply to protect 

the institution of marriage when there is a 

constitutional right at stake and when other 

forms of violence have been criminalized, 

would be arbitrary26. 

 This conclusion lays the groundwork for 

the violation of Article 14. 

 
25 (2017) 10 SCC 800. 
26 Id., at 2. 
27 India Const. art. 14; “The State shall not deny to 

any person equality before the law or the equal 

protection of the laws within the territory of India.” 

Article 14 ensures ‘Right to Equality’27, 

requires a nexus between the purpose to be 

achieved and the law, and the law to not be 

arbitrary28. Furthermore, under Article 14, 

to satisfy the test of reasonable 

classification that determines if a 

distinction is desirable or not — (i) the 

classification must be founded on 

intelligible differentia and (ii) the 

differentia must have a rational relation to 

the object sought to be achieved by the 

statute in question29. 

As per Exception 2, the two classes of 

women created are based on marital status 

thus, married women are victimized while 

unmarried women are protected from the 

same acts while providing no ‘intelligible 

differentia’ for this distinction since 

marriage doesn’t grant irrevocable consent. 

Even considering marriage a contract 

doesn’t certify the aforesaid because 

consent to sexual intercourse at all points in 

the marriage cannot hold good in view of 

general rules to contract law since a 

contract which is ambiguous, contrary to 

public policy and is uncertain is not a valid 

contract30. Moreover, the classification 

needs to possess, “a rational nexus to the 

28 E.P. Royappa v. State of Tamil Nadu, (1974) 4 

SCC 3. 
29 Ashutosh Gupta v. State of Rajasthan, AIR 2002 

SC 1533. 
30 The Indian Contract Act, 1872, Section 23 and 29. 
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objective that the act seeks to achieve”31 — 

which is absent in the exception clause 

since exempting husbands from 

punishment merely for being the spouse is 

completely contradictory to that objective 

of the law considering the fact that one in 

every three women have experienced 

intimate partner violence32. For the 

aforementioned reasons this clause doesn’t 

satisfy the test of reasonableness, and thus 

violates Article 14 of the Indian 

Constitution. 

Article 21 provides the right to life and 

personal liberty33. This provision extends 

far beyond the limited literal interpretation, 

therefore, it also entails bodily autonomy 

and freedom from unwanted sexual 

invasion among other things like rights to 

health, privacy, dignity, safe living 

conditions, and a safe environment34. 

Courts have held vis-à-vis Article 21 that, 

“sexual violence apart from being a 

dehumanizing act is an unlawful intrusion 

of the right to privacy and sanctity of a 

female…and non-consensual sexual 

 
31 Budhan v. State of Bihar, AIR (1955) SC 191; 

State of West Bengal v. Anwar Ali Sarkar, AIR 

(1952) SC 75. 
32 World Health Organisation, COVID-19 and 

violence against women - What the health 

sector/system can do, (26 Mar. 2020) 

https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publicatio

ns/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-

text.pdf?ua=1. 
33 India Const. art. 21; “No person shall be denied of 

his life and personal liberty except according to the 

procedure established by law.” 

intercourse amounts to physical and sexual 

violence.”35 In fact, in the landmark privacy 

judgment of Justice K.S. Puttuswamy 

(Retd.) v. Union of India,36 wherein 

‘privacy’ was recognized as a fundamental 

right it was observed by the court, 

“decisional privacy reflected by an ability 

to make intimate decisions primarily 

consisting of one’s sexual or procreative 

nature and decisions in respect of intimate 

relations is a part of Right to Privacy”. 

This would violate Article 21 of the 

Constitution since it infringes upon the 

personal autonomy of an individual” — this 

holds true for marital rape as well. 

Thus, the courts have not distinguished 

between the rights of married women and 

unmarried women and there is no contrary 

ruling stating that the individual’s right to 

privacy is lost by the marital association 

since ‘right to abstain from sexual 

intercourse’ is a right of its own37. 

Therefore, irrespective of marital status, a 

woman can deny sexual activity and 

ignorance of the same would ultimately 

34 Sarthak Makkar, Marital Rape: A Non-

Criminalized crime in India, Harvard Human Rights 

Journal (1 Jan., 2019, 11:30 PM) 

https://harvardhrj.com/2019/01/marital-rape-a-non-

criminalized-crime-in-india/#_ftn13. 
35 State of Karnataka v. Krishnappa, (2000) 4 SCC 

75 (India). 
36 Justice K.S. Puttuswamy (Retd.) v. Union of 

India, (2017) AIR 2017 SC 4161 (India). 
37 Govind v. State of M.P, AIR (1975) SC 1378 

(India); Kharak Singh v. State of U.P, (1963) AIR 

SC 1295 (India). 

https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-text.pdf?ua=1
https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-text.pdf?ua=1
https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-text.pdf?ua=1
https://www.who.int/reproductivehealth/publications/emergencies/COVID-19-VAW-full-text.pdf?ua=1
https://harvardhrj.com/2019/01/marital-rape-a-non-criminalized-crime-in-india/#_ftn13
https://harvardhrj.com/2019/01/marital-rape-a-non-criminalized-crime-in-india/#_ftn13
https://harvardhrj.com/2019/01/marital-rape-a-non-criminalized-crime-in-india/#_ftn13
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violate her fundamental right to a healthy 

and dignified life, personal liberty, and 

equality. 

According to data from the National Family 

and Health Survey (NFHS) 2015-16, 

“Roughly one in every three (31.1%) 

Indian women between the age of 15-49 

who has ever been married said they had 

experienced violence from their spouse”38. 

Despite this, brutal crimes are going 

unpunished. For instance, a court in 

Maharashtra gave anticipatory bail to a man 

while concluding that forcible sex with his 

wife was not an “illegal thing” though she 

said it left her paralyzed39. As per 

Chhattisgarh High Court, “Sexual activity 

with wife does not amount to rape, even if 

it’s by force.”40 

A relevant question arising in this context is 

— does merely marrying a person override 

the need or importance of consent as a 

whole? If the answer is affirmative, it 

signifies marriage as a means to attain 

irrevocable & implied mutual consent for 

sexual intercourse with very little bodily 

autonomy, and this by no means fits into the 

narrative of ‘marriage is a sacrament’. 

 
38 National Family Health Survey (2015-16), 

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, 

http://rchiips.org/nfhs/pdf/NFHS4/India.pdf. 
39 Murali Krishnan, Marital rape is still not a crime 

in some parts of India, RFI (27 Sept., 2021, 10:07 

AM), https://www.rfi.fr/en/international/20210927-

wk-marital-rape-is-still-not-a-crime-in-india. 

41 

There is still a ray of hope, however. 

Recently in Nimeshbhai Bharatbhai Desai 

v. State of Gujarat42, the Gujarat High 

Court condemned marital rape. The court 

termed it as a “disgraceful offense that has 

scarred the trust and confidence in the 

institution of marriage. A large population 

of women has faced the brunt of the non-

criminalization of the practice and lives in 

abject fear for their lives due to such non-

criminalization.” Marital rape and its 

exclusion from Indian statutes are 

unconstitutional by nature of Articles 14 

and 21 of the Constitution and thus, India 

still has a long way to go in terms of the 

legal framework since it is necessary to 

establish that the rights of women to live 

their life peacefully and with dignity among 

other things is vastly more important than 

the sexual gratification of their legal 

partners or preserving the institution of 

marriage. 

40 PTI, The Print (26 Aug., 2021, 8: 30 PM), 

https://theprint.in/judiciary/sexual-activity-with-

wife-does-not-amount-to-rape-even-if-by-force-

chhattisgarh-hc/722822/. 

41https://pbs.twimg.com/profile_images/12952426

20399050752/IO5S8w59_400x400.jpg 
42 2018 SCC OnLine Guj 732. 

http://rchiips.org/nfhs/pdf/NFHS4/India.pdf
http://rchiips.org/nfhs/pdf/NFHS4/India.pdf
https://www.rfi.fr/en/international/20210927-wk-marital-rape-is-still-not-a-crime-in-india
https://www.rfi.fr/en/international/20210927-wk-marital-rape-is-still-not-a-crime-in-india
https://theprint.in/judiciary/sexual-activity-with-wife-does-not-amount-to-rape-even-if-by-force-chhattisgarh-hc/722822/
https://theprint.in/judiciary/sexual-activity-with-wife-does-not-amount-to-rape-even-if-by-force-chhattisgarh-hc/722822/
https://theprint.in/judiciary/sexual-activity-with-wife-does-not-amount-to-rape-even-if-by-force-chhattisgarh-hc/722822/
https://theprint.in/judiciary/sexual-activity-with-wife-does-not-amount-to-rape-even-if-by-force-chhattisgarh-hc/722822/
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THE DOCTRINE OF CONSTITUTIONAL MORALITY 

- Ananya Puri (5th Year) 

 

The Constitution of India is not a mere book 

containing words; rather, it is a living 

document. It provides moral direction to 

our courts while they are deciding diverse 

issues. We often witness a purposive 

reflection of the Constitution rather than a 

literal one. Judicially devised constructs are 

not particularly unusual in Indian 

constitutional law. The "basic structure" 

doctrine, the "classification test," the old 

"arbitrariness", and new "manifest 

arbitrariness" tests; are judicial innovations 

that are not explicitly acknowledged 

directly anywhere in the Constitution. 

The Doctrine of Constitutional Morality is 

one of them. 

The doctrine of constitutional morality is a 

notion that teaches and enables judges to 

interpret the Constitution and its provisions 

in an ethical manner that is directed by the 

Constitution rather than public morality. 

Constitutional morality is the essence of 

constitutionalism, which offers a rigid 

aspect and functions as a moral compass in 

interpreting and adapting the Constitution. 

Its elements are the Rule of law, individual 

Liberty, right to equality, freedom of 

choice, preamble, freedom of expression, 

 
43 George Grote, A History of Greece. Routledge, 

London, 2000, p. 93. 

social justice, the procedure established by 

law and due process of law. 

The concept is not new in India, but it has 

lately been invoked in many judgments. 

The concept was initially propounded by a 

British Classicist named George Grote in 

his book "A History of Greece" in the 

nineteenth century. Constitutional morality, 

according to Grote, meant that the 

Constitution would be respected and 

adhered to by all citizens and no one would 

defy officials functioning in accordance 

with the law; citizens would have 

unrestricted right to criticise public officials 

who are carrying out their constitutional 

responsibilities and all public authorities 

would be required to act within the bounds 

of the law. People contesting for political 

power and their opposition should have 

reverence for the Constitution. It meant a 

culture of reverence for the Constitution 

among the people, which would ensure a 

peaceful government.43 

In the Indian context, the term 

constitutional morality was initially coined 

by Dr B.R. Ambedkar in a legislative 

discussion on 4 November 1948 to instill 
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morality in the Constitution, which he saw 

as extremely powerful and essential. He 

referenced Grote's statement that 

constitutional morality was not a "natural 

emotion" and that Indians "Have yet to 

learn it". According to Dr Ambedkar, 

courts should not utilise constitutional 

morality to invalidate law or government 

action. Constitutional morality, in his 

opinion, "means an efficient coordination 

between competing interests of many 

individuals and administrative 

collaboration to resolve those difficulties or 

disputes peacefully or in a friendly manner 

as far as practicable."44 

There are four sources from which 

constitutional morality is derived.  

1) Text of the Constitution Articles 12 to 35 

(Fundamental Rights), Articles 36 to 51 

(Directive Principles of State Policy), the 

Preamble, and the Fundamental Duties, 

when read and interpreted correctly. 

(2) Constitutional Assembly debates have 

been one of the essential sources of 

constitutional morality, with Ambedkar's 

ideas serving as the foundation for modern-

day understanding. 

 
44 The Constitution and the Constituent Assembly 

Debates. Lok Sabha Secretariat, Delhi, 1990, pp. 

107-131 and pp. 171-183. 

 
45Surabhi Shukla, Constitutional Morality in the 

Indian Constitution by Surabhi Shukla, (Dec 08, 

(3) Events that took place during the 

framing of the Constitution well as the 

necessary constitutional history; and 

 (4) Case Law History and precedents, 

particularly in today's times with Courts 

defending the spirit of constitutional spirit, 

morality, and developing democratic 

principles.45 

The doctrine has been evolving since the 

Constitution's establishment as a form of 

judicial activism. Justice A.N. Ray and 

Justice P. Jaganmohan Reddy first referred 

to it in the celebrated Basic structure 

case Kesavananda Bharati v. State of 

Kerala. 46Justice Venkataramiah, in the 

case of S.P. Gupta v. Union of India47, held 

that the violation of constitutional 

convention would "be a serious breach of 

constitutional morality." Justice S B Sinha 

has also stated that affirmative actions 

might be valid, but it would 

violate "constitutional morality" if it is not 

in consonance with the doctrine of equality. 

Former Chief Justice of India, Justice 

Dipak Mishra, in one of his 

judgements, said: "that magnitude and 

sweep of constitution morality is not 

confined to the provisions and a literal text 

2021, 10:04 AM), 

https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/current-

students/graduate-discussion-groups/south-asian-

law-discussion-group/blog/2018/03-0 

46 (1973) 4 SCC 225 
47 AIR 1982 SC 149  

https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/current-students/graduate-discussion-groups/south-asian-law-discussion-group/blog/2018/03-0
https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/current-students/graduate-discussion-groups/south-asian-law-discussion-group/blog/2018/03-0
https://www.law.ox.ac.uk/current-students/graduate-discussion-groups/south-asian-law-discussion-group/blog/2018/03-0
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which a constitution contains, rather it 

embraces within itself a virtue of a wide 

magnitude that ushers in a pluralistic and 

inclusive society." In the case of 

Government of NCT of Delhi v. Union of 

India,48 He equated constitutional morality 

to a 'second basic structure doctrine’; and 

used the term constitutional morality 

synonymously with the Constitution's 

spirit, soul, or conscience. 

49 

The doctrine was also applied in Navtej 

Singh Johar v Union of India50. Justice 

Dipak Mishra held that the court must not 

be remotely guided by majoritarian view or 

popular perception; they must be guided by 

constitutional morality. Justice 

Chandrachud differentiated between public 

and constitutional morality and said that the 

 
48 (2018) 8 SCC 501 
49https://images.indianexpress.com/2019/11/Indian-

Constitution-759-1.jpg 

ideal of justice always has an overriding 

effect, i.e. constitutional morality has an 

overriding effect on public morality. In this 

form, constitutional morality requires 

courts to disregard societal morals while 

testing the validity of government action. 

Similarly, in Joseph Shine v. Union of 

India51, the court noted that the 

constitutional validity of criminal laws is 

not determined by popular/public morality, 

which is not in consonance with 

constitutional morality. In the Indian 

Young Lawyers Association v. State of 

Kerala52, the Supreme Court noted that the 

word "morality" in Articles 25 & 26 must 

mean constitutional morality and not 

popular. The Supreme Court bypassed 

the "doctrine of essentiality" to uphold 

Constitutional morality.  

 Many legal scholars have raised 

reservations about the Supreme Court's 

understanding and application of the 

doctrine. Attorney General of India, K.K 

Venugopal, stated that he fears 

constitutional morality as it can be perilous 

as it is unsure where it can lead us. 

Otherwise, he felt that our first PM Pandit 

Nehru's fear that Supreme Court will 

become the third chamber might come 

50 AIR 2018 SC 4321 
51 AIR 2018 SC 4898 
52 (2019) 11 SCC 1 
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true53. Judicial approaches to constitutional 

morality may differ from judge to judge. To 

avoid legal contradictions and arbitrariness, 

a standard must be established. 

These fears are well-founded on some 

levels. There is currently no explicit 

agreement on the nature and contours of 

this concept. Because of this ambiguity, 

there is concern that it will be vulnerable to 

the judges' own views and biases. If this 

theory is applied without limitation or 

constraint, it may lead to judicial overreach. 

However, Constitutional morality is 

specifically significant for a vibrant and 

diverse country like India, which has a 

heterogeneous population with so many 

other classification subsets. It aims to keep 

pace with changing times principles and 

emissions of society and also safeguards 

and upholds the enforcement of the Rule of 

law in the country. 

 
53Apoorva Mandhani, Constitutional Morality A 

Dangerous Weapon, It Will Die With Its Birth: KK 

Venugopal, (Dec 08, 2021, 10:04 AM), 

https://www.livelaw.in/constitutional-morality-a-

54 

 

dangerous-weapon-it-will-die-with-its-birth-kk-

venugopal/ 

54http://inindianculture.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/10/indian-constitution-

preamble.jpg 
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INDIA’S JOURNEY AS A PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY AND THE 

WAY AHEAD 

-  Pushpam (2nd Year) 

-  

At the midnight of 14th August 1947, Shri 

Jawaharlal Nehru in his speech Tryst with 

Destiny posed a question “The future 

beckons to us. Whither do we go and what 

shall be our endeavour?” and went on by 

answering “To bring freedom and 

opportunity to the common man, to the 

peasants and workers of India; to fight and 

end poverty and ignorance and disease; to 

build up a prosperous, democratic and 

progressive nation, and to create social, 

economic and political institutions which 

will ensure justice and fullness of life to 

every man and woman”55. Now, after 73 

years of Independent India, a question hits 

back and compels us to ask if we have 

fulfilled those aspirations and goals. It casts 

a doubt whether our Parliamentary system 

of Democracy is well enough to fulfil the 

dreams and aspirations of a 1.3 billion 

populated country in the 21st Century, a 

period in the human history which is full of 

dynamism and has the tendency to either 

transform human civilisation or create 

devastating effects. In such a critical time, 

 
55 Jawaharlal Nehru, Tryst with Destiny, 14th 

August 1947. 

if we look into the Indian Democratic setup, 

don’t we need change? Definitely yes.  

The Indian Democratic System is based on 

the Parliamentary form of government, 

whereby the Head of State is different from 

the Head of the government. According to 

the provisions of the Indian Constitution, 

the President is the nominal head of the 

State and the real executive powers are 

vested with the Council of Ministers, 

headed by the Prime Minister. Many a 

times, the office of the President of India is 

also referred to as a “rubber-stamp” office 

due to the nature of the functioning of the 

Parliamentary form of government. Under 

Article 53(1) of our Constitution, the 

executive power of the Union is vested in 

the President, but under Article 74(1), there 

is to be a Council of Ministers with the 

Prime Minister at the head to aid and advise 

the President in the exercise of his 

functions. The President has thus been 

made a formal and Constitutional head of 

the executive and the real executive powers 

are vested in the Ministers or the Cabinet56. 

56 MAMTA RAO, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW Pg. 227-

230 (EBC Reader, 2nd edition 2021). 
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Various instances arose in the history 

regarding the heartfelt need of the 

Presidential System. Whether it was 

disagreement between Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

and Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru regarding 

Presidential powers, or the autocratic 

tendencies of former leaders which finally 

proved that Parliamentary form of 

government are more vulnerable to 

despotism or the ‘coalition Governments’ 

era of 1990s which highlighted the unstable 

traits of Parliamentary system or the recent 

setbacks to the democratic ideals through 

defection of MLAs leading an attempt 

towards fall of governments in various 

states such as Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, 

Rajasthan, Puducherry, Manipur, etc. 

which is a mockery to the people’s mandate 

and democratic aspirations57. What we have 

gained from this system is criminalisation 

of politics, instability in governments, 

defections of MPs and MLAs despite 

having an anti-defection law, more focus on 

forming government rather than 

governance.  

The proponents of this system may argue 

that from the last 74 years, through the 

system of Parliamentary Democracy, India 

has made a rapid progress in all the fields 

 
57

 Bhanu Dhamija, Why India should switch to a US-

like Presidential System, SCROLL.IN (4th Nov, 2020), 

https://scroll.in/article/976252/why-india-should-switch-

to-a-us-like-presidential-system. 

 

and secured its democratic ideals despite 

several diversities and divergent views. The 

country stands strong today despite 

anticipations of its downfall by the colonial 

masters. But India has made progress 

through the efforts of the people of this 

country, it stands united today despite 

anticipations and diversities because of 

“democracy”, not “Parliamentary 

Democracy”. The progress which we have 

made today would have been made long 

before, if we weren’t stuck in the power 

play of the politicians who misuse and get 

benefited from the Parliamentary system. 

However, the situation would have been 

different if we had chosen Presidential 

system which has a more robust democracy 

to offer.  

My advocacy for Presidential system 

comes from the fact that our people would 

be able to directly elect the Constitutional 

as well as real head of the State. Even in the 

present functioning of Parliamentary 

system, Democracy is just name-sake. 

Neither do we elect our President nor the 

Prime Minister directly, instead they are 

selected by the elected MPs who in reality 

don’t have any open choice but to follow 

the directives of their party’s top 
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leadership. Thus, through this system, the 

real power to select the President or Prime 

Ministers rests with a few Political Party 

elites. Opponents may counter by arguing 

that the Constitution enshrines Separation 

of Powers between executive and the 

individual MPs forming the legislature. But 

what is enshrined in the Constitution and 

works on the ground reality is largely 

varied.  

This overall Parliamentary system is flawed 

because people really don’t have the 

autonomy to elect their leaders. They are 

given options to choose, but in reality, they 

don’t choose out of their free will. If the 

government is formed by coalition, people 

don’t have the autonomy to choose their 

Prime Minister because he or she is elected 

by the coalition parties in the Lok Sabha 

who do it based upon their own interests 

and power politics, which results in more 

focus on politics than policies, and thus 

democratic aspirations fades away. If the 

government is formed by absolute majority, 

then the distinction between legislature and 

executive fades away because legislature 

 
58 Shashi Tharoor, Changing to a presidential 

system is the best way of ensuring a democracy that 

works, THE INDIAN EXPRESS (25th July, 2020), 

https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/r

ajasthan-political-crisis-parliamentary-system-

shashi-tharoor-6522100/. 
59 Anand Neelkantan, Time to shift to a 

Presidential System, THE NEW INDIAN EXPRESS 

turns out into a voting machine where even 

voting is just a formality58.  

Democracy doesn’t mean mere conduction 

of elections. And in a multi-cultural country 

like ours, where we have lack of education 

and many socio-political issues, democracy 

must be inclusive, participative and 

offering choices to the people in order to 

form a government which will cater to their 

aspiration and demands. However, in a 

situation which is now being faced by most 

of the Parliamentary Democracies is that in 

order to elect a popular leader as the Prime 

Minister, people are compelled to vote and 

elect an unpopular person of his/her party 

as their MP, even if that candidate has 

criminal antecedents and no concern 

towards the public59. Similar situation has 

emerged in India from time to time and at 

present, according to a report by 

Association for Democratic Reforms 

(ADR), “the newly formed Lok Sabha has 

43% of its members facing criminal 

charges, while 84% have self-declared 

assets worth more than Rs.1 Crore”.60 The 

gravity of the malignancy can be better 

understood from the grave picture that 29% 

of those elected to the Lok Sabha in 2019 

(26th Sept, 2021), 

https://www.newindianexpress.com/magazine/voic

es/2021/sep/26/time-to-shift-to-apresidential-

system-2362842.html. 

 
60 https://adrindia.org/content/17th-lok-sabha-

highest-number-mps-facing-criminal-charges-2004 
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have declared serious crimes like murder, 

attempt to murder, kidnapping, rape and 

other crimes against women.61. Apart from 

criminalisation, this system limits 

executive posts to those who are electable 

rather than to those who are able. The Prime 

Minister cannot appoint a cabinet of his 

choice; he has to cater to the wishes of the 

political leaders of several parties.     

Overall, the Parliamentary system in 

present and the upcoming future doesn’t 

serve the purpose of democracy and needs 

to be changed into a Presidential system 

where our people would be able to directly 

elect their President based on his popularity 

and ability. In that system, the people 

would be able to elect their MPs based on 

their free will instead of a political pressure 

to elect an individual as the Prime Minister. 

Power politics will come down and focus 

will be more on governance rather than 

forming government. It will be a system of 

directly elected chief executives at all levels 

– Panchayat chiefs, town mayors, Chief 

Ministers (or Governors) and a national 

President – elected for a fixed term of 

office, invulnerable to the whims of the 

legislature, and with clearly defined 

 
61 17th Lok Sabha: Highest Number of MPs Facing 

Criminal Charges”, ASSOCIATION FOR 

DEMOCRATIC REFORMS (3rd June 2020), 

https://adrindia.org/content/lok-sabha-elections-

2019-analysis-criminal-background-financial-

education-gender-and-other.  

authority in their respective domains – 

would permit India to deal more efficiently 

with its critical economic and social 

challenges. The President will have to work 

for the people, not for the party in order to 

stay in power. Coalitions will be made on 

different policy stances, not on power 

sharing. The United States of America is a 

shining example of a progressive 

democracy from last 233 years where there 

is stability in government, each congress 

member has his or her own opinions on 

transcending the party barriers, and 

autocratic tendencies have always been 

countered successfully with democratic 

values62.  

The transition from a Parliamentary system 

to a Presidential system requires a strong 

political will in order to represent people’s 

aspirations and face legal challenges. The 

Constitution of India provides for a 

Parliamentary form of governance. Many 

place it under the ‘Basic Structure’ doctrine 

propounded by the Supreme Court in 1973 

in the case of Kesavananda Bharati v. State 

of Kerala63 which has been accepted by the 

political class without reservation. 

However, there was no clear opinion of the 

62 Bhanu Dhamija, Presidential System could be 

more suitable for India, THE WEEK (19th Aug, 

2020), 

https://www.theweek.in/news/india/2020/08/19/opi

nion-presidential-system-could-be-more-suitable-

for-india.html. 
63 Kesavananda Bharati v. State of Kerala, AIR 

1973 SC 1461. 
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Court on whether a Parliamentary form of 

government constituted the ‘basic feature’ 

of the Constitution. For instance, Justice 

Ray and Justice Mathew believed that a 

change to a Presidential system was 

permissible whereas Justice Jagmohan 

Reddy believed that a Parliamentary 

democracy was part of the basic structure 

and hence, beyond amendment by the 

Parliament. Therefore, only two 

possibilities remain. First, either the 

judgment in Kesavananda Bharti is to be 

overruled by 13+ judge bench, or second, 

the idea of a Presidential system is to be 

dropped. 

We have stayed in the Parliamentary 

system from the last 70 years, change is the 

rule of time and with the needs, aspirations 

and challenges of one-sixth of humanity in 

21st Century before our leaders, we must 

have a democracy that delivers progress to 

our people; and shifting to a Presidential 

system is the best way of ensuring a 

democracy that works for the people’s 

aspirations and dreams. 

 

 
64https://blog.ipleaders.in/wp-

content/uploads/2021/02/supreme-court-4.jpg 

64 
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ACTIVITIES OF CRCLP 

(JUL – DEC, 2021) 

 

 

3rd ONLINE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW LECTURE (Series) 

‘JUXTAPOSING CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES WITH CUSTOMARY 

SUCCESSION LAWS’ 

 

 

The Centre for Research in Constitutional 

Law and Policy initiated the session 2021-

22 by conducting its Third Online 

Constitutional Law Lecture on 03rd 

September, 2021, on the topic “Juxtaposing 

Constitutional Guarantees with Customary 

Succession Laws.”  

The speaker for the session was Dr. 

Gitanjali Ghosh, Assistant Professor, 

National Law University and Judicial 

Academy, Assam. Dr. Gitanjali Ghosh is 

engaged in the teaching the core courses of 

International Law, Family Law and Human 

Rights Law, at both undergraduate and 

postgraduate levels. She is also a member 

of the IUCN World Commission of 

Environmental Law; and has authored a 

book on "De-constructing Inheritance 

Rights of Women under Tribal Customary 

Laws: A Comparative Study of Khasi and 

Mizo Tribes."  

 

The lecture began with a detailed analysis 

of the interpretation of Articles 13 and 14 

of the Indian Constitution, from the 

perspective of personal laws. With an 

intriguing insight into the different 

conflicting judgements of various High 

courts across the country, the lecture moved 

onto the question whether the personal laws 
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fall under the definition of the term ‘law’ 

under Article 13.   

The lecture also dealt with the question at 

hand with respect to the states which have 

been granted special status under Article 

371(g) of the Indian Constitution.  

Discussing landmark judgments like the 

State v. Narasu Appa Mali (AIR 1952 Bom 

84), Madhu Kishwar v. State of Bihar (AIR 

1996 SC 1864), among others, the lecture 

ended with a deeper understanding of the 

dichotomy in the judicial approach in this 

area of law. The extremely insightful 

lecture was followed by riveting and 

diverse questions from the audience, 

making the session lively and interactive. 

- Report by Ananya Puri (5th Year) 
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4th  ONLINE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW LECTURE (Series) 

‘TRIBUNALIZATION OF JUSTICE’ 

The Centre for Research in Constitutional 

Law and Policy on 10th November, 2021 

organised the Fourth Online Constitutional 

Law Lecture on: "Tribunalization of 

Justice". The speaker for the session was 

Dr. Sangeetha Sriraam who is Head in-

charge and Assistant Professor at the 

Department of Law, Central University of 

Tamil Nadu. She is also the Chairperson 

and Convenor of the Board of Studies in the 

Department of Law. She has a myriad of 

specializations including Public 

International Law, Constitutional Law, 

Human Rights Law, International 

Humanitarian Law, Gender Justice, Gender 

and Sexual Minorities, Health and Law, 

Bioethics and International Criminal Law.  

The lecture highlighted the importance of 

speedy justice which falls under Article 21 

of the Indian Constitution and the current 

abysmal situation of the judicial system. 

The speaker quoted Upendra Baxi from 

“Crisis of the Indian Legal System” to 

explain the phenomenon called “Docket 

explosion” which throws light on the 

growing arrears of cases and the players 

involved in the delays namely- Courts, 

State, Litigants and Legal Professionals 

themselves. The speaker then traced the 

history of Tribunals while pointing out the 

fact that tribunals have been present ever 

since the colonial phase. Each and every 

case where the constitutionality of 

Tribunals was challenged was discussed in 

detail. 

The slides presented all along the 

presentation were very elaborate and well-

explained and practical examples with 

regular anecdotes made the session very 

interesting. The session ended with 

questions by the students who were 

brimming with knowledge from the 

session.  

-Report by Saumya Gaur (4th Year) 
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COMPETITION CONDUCTED BY CRCLP 

 

CRCLP conducted the first AIL Intra-

Institute Proposed Amendment in the 

Constitution (Part III) Competition in 

November 2021.  

The process of Amendment acts as a 

safeguard to enable corrections in law or to 

allow a particular legislation to adapt to the 

dynamic changes in our society. It is 

particularly relevant from the 

Constitutional perspective as amendments 

have always been used as a tool to preserve 

the organic and ever evolving nature of the 

Indian Constitution. Its essence lies in the 

ability to be flexible while maintaining the 

strong roots of our values as a Nation.  

With this competition, CRCLP aimed to 

help students improve their reasoning 

ability, argumentation, and legal 

knowledge while also building novel self-

interpretation insights.  

The winner of the Competition for the 

proposed amendment made by him, was 

Ajit Ranadive (2007), who won a certificate 

of merit and cash prize of Rs. 2000/-. Based 

on the number of entries and keeping in 

view the rules of the competition, only the 

first prize was declared.  

-Report by Manya Sinha (1937)  
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WINNING ENTRY OF FIRST AIL INTRA-INSTITUTE 

COMPETITION ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT IN PART III 

OF THE CONSTITUTION  

 

- AJIT RANADIVE (2nd Year)65

 

ORIGINAL ARTICLE 

Article 16 (4) 

Nothing in this article shall prevent the State from making any provision for the reservation of 

appointments or posts in favour of any backward class of citizens which, in the opinion of the 

State, is not adequately represented in the services under the State. 

 

PROPOSED AMENDMENT IN THE ARTICLE 

This particular article should be repealed entirely through a constitutional amendment act. 

 

AS JUSTICE RAVINDRAN IN THE ASHOK KUMAR THAKUR VS UNION OF INDIA 

CASE RIGHTLY SAID, “WHEN MORE PEOPLE ASPIRE FOR BACKWARDNESS 

RATHER THAN OF FORWARDNESS, THE COUNTRY ITSELF STAGNATES”. 

 

REASON FOR PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

Issues pertaining to the article 

Considered as one of the most important articles enshrined in the part (III) of the constitution, 

Article 16 gives Parliament the power to make any law prescribing the requirements “for a 

class or classes of employment or appointment to an office under the Central Government or 

any local authority.” Clause 4 of the Article acts as a guideline for the government for making 

 
65 Winner of the Competition 
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any provision for the reservation of appointments in favour of any backward class of citizens 

who are “not adequately represented in the services under the State”. This particular article was 

amended and strengthened by adding few more provisions such as article 16 (4)(a) through 77th 

amendment act of the constitution66. Although this particular article guarantees equal rights to 

backward classes but at the present moment and as we go down the road, we can see that, it’s 

a nightmare for the people who does not fall under the category of backward classes. It basically 

snatches the opportunity of Lakhs of students and employees in matters pertaining to 

competitive exams and jobs respectively. These students and employees, or for that matter any 

citizen of India who does not fall under the reserved category has to suffer due to reservation 

policy, irrespective of the fact that they have much calibre as compared to these citizens who 

fall under reserved categories. 

Only Reserved are Deserved 

As per a national Survey only 0.7% of total population gets scholarship through merit rest are 

reserved. Students studying diligently and from General category don’t have a bright chance 

to clutch the opportunity even if he/ she is from financially unstable background.  

Challenging Secularism 

How can you expect a country free of caste-ism, which itself offers reservation on the basis of 

caste? We live in a country comprising people from every religion, every caste and 

discrimination on the basis of caste, creed, colour etc. is offense. The point of Reservation 

actually goes against the idea of Secularism. General category people affected by the 

reservation Quota hates people who are getting benefited even if they don’t need reservation. 

Actually, deprived people are not getting their rights. This leads to a world which is not 

peaceful.  

Migration of Talent 

We are letting other nation prosper by using the talent, skill and calibre of the people of our 

nation. The talented people of India, the ones who truly deserve to be here are not getting 

enough job opportunities, better career options making them migrate to foreign countries where 

 
66 https://www.jurist.org/commentary/2020/07/shailee-mishra-india-reservation/ 

https://www.jurist.org/commentary/2020/07/shailee-mishra-india-reservation/
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they are offered handsome amount for their skills as compared to our nation67. Moreover, Caste 

based reservation is anti-progressive because it does not reward merit or efficiency 

Lack of Transparency 

Number of OBC citizens in our country is still not listed by Indian government. There are 

people from ST/SC/OBC quota which protest for their rights under current reservation system 

as they are not receiving benefits.  

Encouraging casteism  

Reservation clearly paves the way for spreading the notion of caste-based society instead of 

eliminating it. 

Encouraging revolts against reservation 

Reservation brings down the economic growth rate of the country as it reduces the efficiency of 

its labour. 

DEMAND BY EVERY OTHER COMMUNITY FOR RESERVATION AND 

PROTESTS CREATING WIDESPREAD DISTURBANCE ACROSS THE NATION 

(Jats) Haryana 

During the Jat movement in February, many ridiculed their claim for OBC status as they are 

seen as one of the most affluent community in north India. This wasn't for the first time, the 

Jats demanded OBC status.  

(Patidars) in Gujarat 

The Patidar movement in Gujarat, too went in the same direction in Haryana. The movement 

led by Hardik Patel turned violent. In July 2015, the protest which began on a peaceful manner 

took an ugly turn when Police tried to arrest Hardik in a mid-night raid. Protesters went on a 

rage attacking police and public transport, torching many vehicles. 

 
67  https://www.telegraphindia.com/  

 

https://www.telegraphindia.com/
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(Marathas) Maharashtra 

Marathas too are challenging reservation through their massive yet silent marches across 

Maharashtra. The move, so far, does not seem to get violent as the state government is keeping 

a stock of the situation. Political parties like Shiv Sena and NCP are likely to support their right 

for reservation. Bombay High Court too has asked all political parties litigating in the matter 

to submit the synopses of their respective arguments. 

(Gurjars) Rajasthan 

The Gurjar community held a 10-day protest in May 2015 demanding reservation. Thousands 

of Gujjar community members blocked railway tracks for days, bringing train traffic to a halt. 

The community had organised similar protests in 2008, and 2010 led by Kirori Singh Bainsla, 

who, despite several rounds of talk with government, couldn't reach any agreement. 

 (Kapus) Andhra Pradesh 

The Kapu community in Andhra Pradesh has been demanding OBC status for nearly three 

decades. Kapus claim that they were classified as BC until 1960, when their status was changed 

and quota benefits revoked 

In February 2020 as well, the Supreme Court of India observed the same in the case of Mukesh 

Kumar and Anr. vs. The State of Uttarakhand and Ors68.  In this case, the honourable Supreme 

Court of India put on the decision given in the case of Ajit Singh vs. the State of Punjab 

(1999) where it was made clear that under Article 16(4) and Article 16(4-A), does not give any 

fundamental right in reservation in promotion.  

Even in the case of M.R. Balaji vs. State of Mysore69 (1963), Article 16(4) and Article 16(4-

A) were supposed as enabling provisions. After relying upon previous verdicts of this Court of 

law, the Supreme Court held in the case of Ajit Singh that article 16(4) and 16(4-A) are in the 

nature of permitting provisions, conferring a discretion on the State Government to consider 

providing reservations, if instances so warrant. It is established law that the state government 

could not be dictated for the nomination in public posts. 

 
68 Mukesh Kumar and Anr v. State of Uttarakhand and Ors Civil Appeal No. 1226 of 2020 
69 M.R. Balaji vs.State of Mysore 1963 AIR 649 1962 SCR Supl. 

 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/879806/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/879806/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/68038/
https://www.scobserver.in/the-desk/reservation-in-promotion?slug=article-16-4a-77th-amendment#:~:text=Article%2016(4A)%20allowed%20the,adequately%20represented%20in%20government%20services.&text=Then%2C%20between%201995%20and%202000,that%20legalized%20reservation%20in%20promotion.
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By taking these two arguments only, in the case of Ajit Singh article 16(4) and Article 16(4-

A) were discussed and was said that these two articles open with a non-obstante clause. There 

is a noticeable variance in the language employed in Article 16(1) on the one hand and 

Article 16(4) and Article 16(4-A). There is no order or command in Article 16(4) or Article 

16(4-A) as in Article 16(1). Hence, both Article 16(4) and 16(4-A) are only empowering 

provisions. 

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

•  There should be creation of a reservation system according to economic status. 

o Reservations based on caste and not on the base of the economic condition are 

unethical and undesirable. 

o Fair and just reservations should be provided to elevate the people with poor 

conditions of life, those who don’t have meals to eat, clothes to wear, and no home 

to live in. 

o The process of the reservation should be such that it filters the truly economically 

underprivileged individuals and bring them all to justice. 

• Provide an opportunity for students to earn while they study. 

• Bring about revolutionary changes in our education system at the grass-roots level to 

improve education quality. Because reservation at subsequent stage will never be of any 

use if quality education hasn’t been provided to children at the primary stage. 

Thus, reservations are the exact conflicting of development and equality. We don’t require 

reservations grounded on castes or religion but only to actually provide support to those who have 

fewer resources, and merit should be provided equal and due status in admission procedures as well 

employment opportunities.   

CONCLUSION 

The reservation is undertaken to resolve the historic domination, inequality, and discrimination 

suffered by those communities and to give them a place. The majority of lower castes have stepped 

up the social ladder and are now on an alike status compared to the general population. Hence, 

there is no need for reservation anymore. As the reservation grows larger, it becomes a mechanism 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/250697/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/68038/
https://www.scobserver.in/the-desk/reservation-in-promotion?slug=article-16-4a-77th-amendment#:~:text=Article%2016(4A)%20allowed%20the,adequately%20represented%20in%20government%20services.&text=Then%2C%20between%201995%20and%202000,that%20legalized%20reservation%20in%20promotion.
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of exclusion rather than of inclusion. Because, nowadays, the previously advantaged communities 

have becoming disadvantaged to a large extent due to the reservation conundrum. Many upper 

castes are still plagued by poverty and illiteracy. Why fairness and justice don’t work for them? 

One thing we should all agree upon is time has come to change or modify Reservation policies 

for the betterment of Country. Elimination of Caste based reservation system and deployment 

of Economy based Reservation system will bring nothing but stop rich getting richer and poor 

getting poorer. 
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MAKING OF THE CONSTITUTION – A PICTORIAL 

SAGA  

- VANI SAINI (3rd Year) 

 

 

 Though the genesis of the Indian Constitution traces its way back to the Acts passed by 

the British since the 1770s, it can be undeniably said that the events after 1935 helped 

in putting the blocks together to make a concrete structure. 

 

 The idea for a ‘Constituent Assembly’ was first advanced by M.N. Roy, a communist 

revolutionary and a philosopher, in 1934.  

 

 This demand was carried forward by the Indian National Congress. In November 1939, 

Congress veteran, put forth the demand for a Constituent Assembly which was finally 

accepted by the British in 1940. 

 

 The Cripps Mission, 1942 proposed the setting up of an elected body for framing the 

Indian Constitution once the World War ended. 

 

 The Cabinet Mission Plan, 1946 provided for establishing a representative body aka the 

Constituent Assembly, consisting of 389 members. 

 

389= 296( British India) + 93 (Princely States) 

 

 

70 

 
70https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/pl8gyi/article30637608.ece/ALTERNATES/LANDSCAPE_1200/C

ONSTITUTIONOFINDIA 
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This is how it all happened:
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Major Committees  Chairman 

Union Powers Committee Jawaharlal Nehru 

Union Constitution Committee Jawaharlal Nehru 

Provincial Constitution Committee Sardar Patel 

Drafting Committee Dr. B.R. Ambedkar 

Rules of Procedure Committee Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

States Committee (for negotiating with States) Jawaharlal Nehru 

Steering Committee Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

Advisory Committee on Fundamental Rights, Minorities and 

Tribal Excluded Areas 

Sardar Patel  

 

 In all, the Constituent Assembly had 11 sessions over 2 years, 11 months and 18 days.  

 The Constituent-makers had gone through the Constitutions of about 60 countries, and 

the Draft Constitution was considered for 114 days. 

 The total expenditure incurred on making the document was around ₹ 64 lakh. 

 

Drafting Committee 

This was the most important committee, set up on August 29, 1947, entrusted with the 

responsibility of preparing a draft Constitution. 

It consisted of seven members: 

1. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar (Chairman) 

2. N. Gopalaswamy Ayyangar 

3. Alladi Krishnaswamy Ayyar 

4. Dr. K.M. Munshi 

5. Syed Mohammad Saadullah 

6. N. Madhava Rau (replaced B.L. Mitter who resigned due to ill-health) 

7. T.T. Krishnamachari (replaced D.P. Khaitan who died in 1948) 

 

The Committee took less than 6 months to prepare the draft. In all, it sat only for 141 days. 
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Snippets:  

 Elephant was adopted as the symbol (seal) of the Constituent Assembly 

 Sir B.N. Rau was appointed as the constitutional advisor (Legal advisor) to the 

Constituent Assembly. 

 H.V.R. Iyengar was the Secretary to the Constituent Assembly. 

 S.N. Mukherjee was the chief draftsman in the Constituent Assembly. 

 Prem Behari Narain Raizada was the calligrapher of the Indian Constitution. The 

original Constitution was handwritten by him in a flowing italic style. 

 The original version was decorated by artists from Shantiniketan including Nand Lal 

Bose and Beohar Rammanohar Sinha. 

 Beohar Rammanohar Sinha illuminated the original Preamble. 

 The calligraphy of the Hindi version of the original constitution was done by Vasant 

Krishna Vaidya. 

 

Some Statistics: 

     71       72 
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-  
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